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Regional cooperation can boost world music in the V4 area 

Institutions, production companies, festivals, labels and experts in the area of world music 
got together from Hungary, Slovakia, the Czech Republic and Poland to create a platform 
the future growth of the industry can be built on. The initiative, proposed by Hangvető 
from Hungary and supported by a small grant of the International Visegrad Fund, starts in 
the year when WOMEX (the World Music Expo) comes to Budapest – the first time in the 
wider region in history. Hangvető, as the local organizing partner of Womex in Budapest 
proposed to use this opportunity to give a bigger visibility to the whole region and start to 
act together on the regional level. Contributing partners include Ethno Port Poznan, 
Rozsstaje Festival Krakow and Transetnika Association from Poland, Colours of Ostrava/
Czech Crossroads Festival, Respekt Festival and label Indies Scope from the Czech 
Republic, Hudobné Centrum, Pohoda Festival and AMITY from Slovakia. The network is 
open and non-exclusive, world music professionals who share these goals are welcome any 
time in the future. 

The first, preparatory phase of the cooperation closed just now, with discussing needs and 
opportunities and create a strategy accepted by all participants about how to enhance the 
visibility of the V4 region on the world music market. The key issues of these strategy are 
that a regular regional trade fair and showcase event needs to be created where artists 
and professionals of the region can meet the world. The trade fair and showcase would be 
traveling in the region year by year. Also, a regional world music award (or set of awards) 
would be useful to show respect and increase visibility.  

Also, the partners agreed to harmonize their moves on the international level. Common 
representation at international events as a major plan. As a pilot project, Hangvető, 
Hudobné Centrum Slovakia, Indies Scope and Transetnika shared a stand at Babel Med 
Music in Marseille under the name Central European Music Square.  

Altough the first phase of the cooperation, suppported by the International Visegrad Fund 
has been closed, the network doesn’t stop to expand. Members from the network meet 
several times this year as they need to prepare the first regional showcase event for 2016. 
Also, during the Budapest edition of WOMEX in October 2015, partners in the network and 
beyond harmonize their moves to create a stand neighbourhood representing the region. As 
a big step for the regional music scene, WOMEX will dedicate one stage for artists coming 
from Central Europe. 


